INDIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY KANPUR
Centre for Continuing Education

No. CCE/2021/02
June 18, 2021

OFFICE ORDER

Ref.: Directors Approval of Note no. CCE/2021/470 dated June 08, 2021

Sub: Coordination of The Language Program by CCE – Reg.

The Language Program is currently being run under the aegis of Centre for Continuing Education (CCE). A separate faculty coordinator appointed by the CCE is coordinating this program.

However, in order to reduce administrative overheads, and effective utilization of office staff, all continuing and subsequent Language Programs starting from July 2021, will henceforth be coordinated directly by Centre for Continuing Education without any additional faculty coordinator.

The services of the current co-ordinator Prof. Sayan Chattopadhyay are highly appreciated and placed on record.

This office order is issued with the approval of competent authority.

(Rajesh M. Hegde)
Head, CCE

Copy to :
1. The Director, IIT Kanpur
2. Prof. Sayan Chattopadhyay, Coordinator Language Program
3. CCE Website